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usiness college denies
MAP junior-status plan
By Jou Gettl
Suff Reporter
For students in the College of
Business Administration who have
completed their first year in the
Modular Achievement Program
(MAPI, the possibility of obtaining
junior status by fall quarter is dead.
The curriculum committee of the
College of Business Administration
voted June 5 to advance rising MAP
sophomores who show suitable levels
of achievement lo no more than 55
hours
THE ORIGINAL MAP proposal
approved by Academic Countil May 16
recommended junior slatus--or
advancement to 90 hours
The College of Education has
approved the junior-status proposal
and criteria proposed by MAP The
College of Arts and Sciences has
approved the proposal, but will work
this summer on criteria for the
program
MAP. an alternative to general
education leading to the possibility of a
tune-shortened baccalaureate degree,
has been in operation since fall
quarter.
Freshmen were recruited for the
program last summer and 1M
students. . representing all three
colleges, enrolled in the program.
MAP'S FIRST year of operation
offered experience* in the Little
College, the Humanities Cluster and

the Science Cluster In addition, a
Coordinated Humanities Quarter was
offered
Dr
Richard Giardina. MAP
director, said recommendations for
advancement would be based on scores
on the I'ndergraduate Record
Examination (UREI. performance on
standardized examinations given
during the year, grades, faculty
recommendations and examples of
studenl work
He said MAP only could make
recommendations lo each college as
to which students should be given
advanced standing II is then up to the
college lo make the final decision
Dr. Neil Browne, associate professor
of economics and chairman of the
curriculum committee of the College
of Business Administration, said he
thinks MAP officials may have"
interpreted the commit'ce s vole as a
negative decision
•THE COMMITTEE approved the
cvaulation mechanism (or determining
who was qualilied lor advanced
standing, bul there was still sonic
question as to the course criteria tor
receiving a degree, he said
He explained why he thinks his
committee agreed to advance rising
MAP sophomores lo only 55 hours
rather than the i»0 hours originally
requested
Because ol the way the business
curriculum is set up. a student would
need more than 183 hours to graduate if

he were granted junior status at the
end of the freshman year." he said
"Also. I think some of the committee
members may have feared that
granting junior status may have
diluted the baccalaureate program.''
Dr Browne said
•WE UKED the existing courses in
MAP but would rather have seen an
expansion of the components rather
than advanced standing." he said.
Dr Giardiana said he thinks the
reasons against granting junior status
mentioned by Dr Browne may be legitimate
"But we have continued to make the
case that the criteria we are working
with are high enough nol lo allow a
student to be a junior without showing
high academic excellence."' he said
He said he doesn't think granting
junior status would dilute the
baccalaureate program because those
students who would be chosen to
advance to junior standing would have
to be just as competent as any other
junior
Or. Giardina said the MAP office
and the College of Business Administration may be able to negotiate
criteria for the junior-status proposal
this fall, but agreed (here is no possibility for students in that college to
achieve junior status by fall
HE SAID THE next step for the MAP
office will be to review student
credentials and portfolios as soon as
the office receives the final scores
from the end-of-the-year MAP tests
The office will then make recommendations to the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences and Education He said he is
hopeful that those students who have
been granted junior status will be notified by mail before they return to the
University this fall.

Rain
or shine

Nowtohrta by Oono 1. Puekar
An all-weather coal may come in handy foi Leslie Anderson, freshman (AoVS),
at the sun continue* to play hido-and-sook with Iho gray rain clouds.

Program director reassigned
By Kim Schlaefer
Editor
William E. Pitts was reassigned this
week from his position as director of
the Student Development Program to
an undefined post in Student Affairs.
Winifred 0 Stone, assistant to the
provost on minority affairs, said
Tuesday.

Stone said Provost Kenneth W
Rothe "made the decision alter considerable discussion of the situation
Dr. Kothe is serving as acting president while University President Hollis
A. Moore is on vacation.
"MR. PITTS had his way ol running
the program, bul we hope to institute a
broader type of cooperation to expand

Minority Af lairs services.'' Stone said
He added that Pitts' exact duties in
Studenl Affairs have nol been arranged
and. as yet. no contract has been drawn
up.
There are differences in my and
Mr Pitts' perceptions of the Student
Development Program as it relates to
the minority affairs area. Stone
explained

Darrow housing plan rejected
By Karen Truman
Staff Reporter

with Dr. Eakin after the proposal was
rejected.

A proposal for housing men and
women on the same floor in Darrow
Hall was rejected at the end of spring
quarter because "at this point in time
the climate is not right for something
like this," Dr. Richard Eakin. vice
provost for student affairs, said
Monday.
The proposal, submitted in April by
resident advisors in Darrow. was first
approved by Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of students, and Dr. Eakin
Later Dr. Eakin reversed his decision
because he said. "1 did not think it was
wise at this time."
Darrow resident hall director
Edward Johnson Jr. said he and
resident advisors from Darrow met

"I DID ask him for the possibility of
him checking it out through administrative channels for their reactions."
Johnson said, "and he indicated he
would do this."
Johnson said he met with In Eakin
again in May and Eakin had "done
some checking and more thinking and
he didn't feel the time was right
If the proposal had been approved.
Darrow. currently a coed dorm with
men and women on alternating floors,
would have put men and women on the
same floor starting in September. The
possibility exists. Johnson said, that
the proposal could be approved for next
year.
According to Johnson. Dr Eakin

Summer workshop open
in environmental education

MowoBhalihyOowoi.Pvifcor
Aft or o hoctic day of moving in, Janot Barry, sonior (Ed.),
possibly is making a call homo after romomboring sho forgot
•o pack hor toothbrush.

A workshop designed to give elementary and secondary educators tips
on teaching environmental education
will be offered this summer from July
23 to August 17.
Participants in the workshop will
develop projects in such areas as
environmental components, resources
and materials; the interrelationships
of air, water and land; and the impact
of man on ecosystems.
Resource personnel include Michael
Teeley. environmental education
consultant for the Toledo Public
Schools; Donna L. T. Szuhy. environmental education coordinator for the
Ohio Department of Natural Resources; Dr Clay Schoenfield of the
University of Wisconsin at Madison;

Gene Knight, state supervisor of
environmental education of the Ohio
Department of Education; Paul Goff.
chief naturalists of the Toledo Metro
Park System; and Gerard A.
Pottebaum of the Treehouse Learning
Environment.
Bowling Green faculty and staff
members of the Environmental
Studies Center also will participate.
Fee for the workshop if $280 for
persons earning graduate credit and
$216 for persons earning undergradue
credit. The workshop carries eight
hours of credit
Further information is available at
the Office of Continuing Education. 504
Administration Bldg.

accepted full responsibility for
disapproving the proposal
i have responsibility to make decisions." Dr Eakin said, "and this is
one of those decisions "

Stone added that he sent several
letters ol direction to Pitts "to suggest
means to operate the program more
effectively."
PITTS SAID he is scheduled
with Dr Richard Kakin. vice
for student affairs, to discuss
assignment He added that he
lurther comment at this time

to meet
provost
his new
had nor

Warren B Davis, coordinator of
counseling services for student
development, said Pitts were
relieved of his duties with no written
explanation for the action."
"There was no warning. It was a
sudden, unreal thing." Davis added
Dr. Rothe was unavailable for
comment.

To the community:
This is your newspaper The News staff hopes to serve you by providing
news and information that meet your needs and interests as a unique community
We don't want to write for ourselves We want to reach you
And the best way lor us to meet your news needs is for you to tell us how
we're doing in that capacity
A NEWSPAPF.R cannot operate in a vacuum Without reader response
and participation, the staff has no means by which to measure the
newspaper s relevance or newsworthiness Trying to learn about audience
tastes through osmosis and or mental telepathy is far from satisfactory
We are doing our best to communicate with you. but we don't have a
monopoly on the paper's columns
The editorial page should serve as a forum of opinion And that's the
best way a reader can convey ideas to the staff and the entire community
These columns are open to everyone
It would be ideal if we could fill page two ol every issue with guest
column! and letters to the editor-a real marketplace of ideas
WE COULD ALL learn about each other That's part of the reason why
we're here.
Also, this summer we hope to institute an issue forum" isee page twoi
so the community's opinion on specific questions can be gathered and published
But we can realize these goals only if we work together
The channels of communication are open We welcome letters, c I open
and read all mail, even junk advertising, i
And the News offices are not a restricted area Nobody checks IDs or
asks for a secret password. The doors are open We're busy, but we can
always make time for readers That's why we're here in the first place.
Best wishes for a productive and fulfilling summer.
Kim Schlaefer
Editor

• 2/Th. BG Newt, Thursday, June ft, 1973

pitts' reassignment viewed
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C

Black SlKlcit I .k>.
Geerge Miller
Legal Advisor sad Cbalnnaa
Gaest Cetamatst

true humanity
Everyone talks about peace and love
But on Saturday. June 2. a group of people made it happen at
the University Track.
The Northwest Regional Special Olympics for the Mentally
Retarded was adequate proof that love is far stronger than any
human handicap.
The Special Olympics, sponsored by the Bowling Green
University Chapter of the Council of Exceptional Children, Steve
Holland, senior (Ed.), and Johann Rakevich. junior (Ed), co
chairmen; and the Ohio Athletic Association for the Mentally
Retarded. Dick Ruff, commissioner, brought a lot of joy to
children who are usually written off as less than total persons
The entire event was the result of dedication, hard work,
selflessness and true humanity
And perhaps the most beautiful thing that was accomplished
was the realization of self-worth that was so apparent in the
faces of the mentally retarded and physically disabled children
who participated in the Special Olympics.
Highest praise for their part in making the event "special"
should be given to the co-sponsors and their chairmen.
Equal commendation should go to Joseph Frederick of the
Lucas County Program for the Mentally Retarded and Doug
McVey of the Wood County Program for the Menially Retarded
who coordinated the Special Olympics.
A very Brundage couldn't have done a finer job.

map
The curriculum committees in the colleges of Education and
Arts and Sciences arc to be commended for approving the juniorstatus proposal submitted bv the Modular Achievement Program
(MAP)
The plan will allow rising sophomores who show suitable levels
of achievement to advance to junior status Ihis fall.
Dr. Richard Ciardina. MAI" director, said recommendations
for advancement would be based on scores on the Undergraduate
Record Examination (URE), performance on standardized
examinations given during the year, grades, faculty
recommendations anil examples of student work
Although a three-year degree program is not al the top of the
MAP priority list, it is an excellent alternative to general
education and should be implemented.
The. purpose behind the program is not to push students
through the University in as little time as possible, but to present
the most promising students with a curriculum that can given
them the opportunity to begin advanced work after they have
shown they are ready for it.
We feel that the evaluative criteria used by MAP in making
recommendations to each college will guarantee that only the
most qualified Students should be given advanced standing.
We only hope that the College of Business Administration can
negotiate with MAP officials and arrive at a workable solution
for a shortened degree program for these students.
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Shortly after II am on Tuesday, Bill
Pitts walked into the Provost's office
to once again carry on the struggle on
behalf of BG's minority students. This
time he was about to protest the fact
that financial aid awards for Student
Development Program participants
were being arbitrarily reassigned by
the assistant to the vice provost for
minority affairs.
Before he had a chance to begin,
however, he was told that as of S p.m.
on that day, he would no longer be
Director of the Student Development
Program. Instead, he was being
arbitrarily replaced and given an as
yet non-existent position in the student
affairs area.
It was with this ill advised act that
Kenneth Rothe began his tenure as
provost of Bowling Green University.
It was also with this act that an era of
good will toward the campus
administration by minority students
came loan end.
Although il may sometimes be hard
to believe. Bowling Green has had an
unusually easy transition period as
more minority students have come to
the University The fact that no major
problems have occured is largely due
to the efforts of BUI Pitts and the
Student Development Program.
THE FACT THAT a certain amount
of good faith has existed between the
administration and minority students
has also helped to keep things cool. On
Tuesday, this good faith was broken in
no uncertain terms
The man who had built what has
become the best developmental
education program in the State of Ohio,
who has facilitated the expansion of
minority enrollment from less than 100
in 1970 to over 1,000 for next September
and who has constantly struggled for
human rights on this campus was,
without notice and without substantial
reason, removed from a position he
had successfully held for three years.
One must ask why such a seemingly
foolhardy acl has been committed. It is
difficull to determine how much
responsibility should be assigned to the
new provost Perhaps he was only
acting on the basis of misinformation

from some of his staff, chief among
whom would be Winifred O. Stone,
assistant to the provost for minority
affairs.
It was interesting to note, for
instance, that one of the stated reasons
for Bill Pitts' removal was his inability
to get along with the Assistant to the
Provost It is of further interest that
the same Assistant to the Provost has
recently been asked by the Black
Caucus to resign because of his
incompetence.
It seems questionable to remove a
man because of his inability to get
along with someone who has been
judged as incompetent by his
colleagues
It is even more
questionable that this same
incompetent was one of the advisors
that In Rothe heeded in making his
decisions.
ONE HAS ONLY to look at the facts
and judge for himself which of the two
men should be removed from his position In just three years as director of a
brand new program. Bill Pitts and his
staff have accomplished the following
-Expanded minority enrollment by
10 times the number of minority
students on campus in 1970
-Secured a corresponding increase
in the amount of financial aid available
to all needy students.
-Developed counseling and tutoring
programs which serve as a model for
all other such programs in the state
-Established training and
orientation programs for staffs of
several academic and service areas of
the institution to assist them in dealing
with minority students.
-Maintained a retention rate of
better than 75% for students
participating in the program.
-Developed and sponsored the first
state-wide conference for
developmental education
As a result of these and a variety of
other accomplishments, the Student
Development Program has been cited
by the former Chancellor of the Board
of Regents as the premier program of
its kind in the State of Ohio.
The President ol the University. Dr
Hiillis Monre, has on several public
occasions praised the outstanding work
done by the program Articles extolling
the virtues of the Student Development

Program have appeared in newspapers
throughout Ohio, and mention has been
made of it in practically all
journalistic media in the area.
Clearly, the Student Development
Program, under the direction of BUI
Pitts, has done a remarkably good job
of assisting students of all ethnic backgrounds to succeed.
On the other hand, the track record
of the man who would have him
removed, is of a notably different sort.
Since his arrival here two years ago.
Winifred O. Stone has done practically
nothing
For example, the number of Black
graduate students attending Bowling
Green next fall will probably decrease
from over SO to less than 30 Although
he claims that over 100 minority
graduates have been recruited, he fails
to mention that, as of this date, only 23
of them have received assistantships
During his tenure, the number of
incoming freshmen minority students
has declined from 342 in 1972 to less
than 200 in 1973 The Black Caucus,
which was once a strong and viable
political force on this campus, has
declined significantly under his
leadership in its influence. In fact, it
has only held four meetings during the
last quarter-two of which were for the
purpose of requesting his resignation
To be honest, Mr Stone has managed
to perform a few tasks He did find
funding to subsidize a minority literary
journal Of course he has been working
on this since the summer of 1972. and
the first issue has yet to appear
HE WAS ALSO supposed to set up a
campus human relations commission
If you haven't heard about it. however,
it's only because it hasn't done anything
In short, Windred O Stone has
demonstrated all the behavior patterns
of a "do-nothing" administrator. He
appears to have good credentials la
PhD from a Southern university
which fields an excellent basketball
team) He is a highly articulate
individual who can make you believe
practically anything-in fact he has
conned a lot of people into believing he
was doing his job for two years.
He also appears to be highly sincere
He has befriended many white administrators even though, to Black students
and staff, he has expressed his distrust
of all white people Finally, he looks

very good in a suit and tie and strikes
an impressive pose behind a desk that
few students have any access to
Probably one of the most common
questions asked when this article
appears is ' Who is Winifred Stone'''
This is the man whom the University
administration appears to have
backed This is the man who was
instrumental in the removal ol one of
the outstanding developmental
educators in the nation This is the man
who remains in his position while Bill
Pitts has been replaced
OF COURSE, lest we be accused of
hiding the facts, it should also be mentioned that Bill Pitts overspent his
budget this year This was also mentioned as one of the two reasons for his
removal This may sound more serious
to those of you who are unfamiliar with
the University budgetary situation
For those with some familiarity with
budgetary realities, however, this is
not unusual At leas! three other
departments in the University also
overspent their budgets-some of them
in even greater amounts (han ihe
Student Development Program You
haven't noticed any of them being
removed, have you"
Yes. the facts do speak for
themselves Once again mediocrity
and incompetence has been rewarded
at Bowling Green Once again Ihe man
who has served as a student advocate
has been ousted while the man i ? i who
serves as a puppet for the administration stays in office
What is even worst' is that the man
who has almost single-handedly
prevented racial turmoil on (his
campus has been removed The
institution which supported him.
praised him and rewarded him has
stabbed him in (he back for all to see
We can only express our fervent hope
that the President and the Provost will
see the error of their ways and listen to
the facts rather than to the whining of
a coward who has betrayed his own
people and who has (ailed totally as an
administrative official
Only then can the minority students
on this campus regain (he failh which
they once had in the nghtfulness and
justice available to them at Bowling
Green

personification of incredulity
By Nicholas Von Hoffman
"Give me back my good name!"
Maurice (The Collector I Stans
demanded of the Watergate committee
as he ended his testimony. The
Collector. Nixon's Number One money
juicer, was looking in the wrong
direction.
If he's misplaced his good name, he
has a better chance of finding it in Bob
Vesco's attache case with the 200grand secret campaign contribution
Or maybe he left it in Herbert
Kalmbach's White House safe when he
gave Nixon's lawyer the 75 G's to help
buy the burglar's silence, or it could be
ih.il his good name went down the
mouth of the shredder in those panicky
days after the Watergate arrests when
The Collector was ordering the young
creepsters in (he Finance Committee
to Re-Elect the President to destroy
the records
The Collector was on the witness
stand for two days but after he gave his
name to the clerk, only the tourists
who are still lining up to get into (he
marble room could believe the rest of
what he said. Even the most credulous
members of this committee, which in
the last few weeks has extended
Senatorial courtesy to some of the
most disingenuous perjury ever
uttered under the Capitol dome, had

,-v
WHO'S ""A

ISN'T H£ A^

trouble keeping down what
Collector was feeding em

The

IT'S POSSIBLE (hat The Collector s
cufflinks, bearing the Presidential seal
on them, hypnotized Inouye of Hawaii
and Montoya of New Mexico. The two
Democrats displayed a sympathy for
the indicted and disgraced former
Secretary of Commerce which was so
touching they couldn't bring
themselves to ask this most unforlunale of men a single vexatious
question.
But if Montoya. who has shown that
luck will get you into the Senate as fast
as brains, spent his television time
telling The Collector that his life story
is a model for American youth, the two
old-time Southern Democrats on the
committee. Talmadge of Georgia and
Senator Sam. the white-haired rooster
from North Carolina, weren't having
any.
It surpassed Talmadge's
undertanding how The Collector could
know how much Creep was spending
for bumper stickers in Idaho and have
no idea to whom he and his assistants
parcelled out nearly 2 million in cash.
All that cash in those safes fascinated
Senator Sam also He wanted to know
why. "instead of putting it in the bank
there was a total of $1,777,000
approximately in cash in that
office The office was in a bank
building, was it not?"

"Yes. it was." The Collector
answered
"And all you would have had to have
done to make it safe." Senator Sam
inquired, "would have been for
somebody to go on the elevator, to go
down to the bank and deposit it in the
bank, would he not'.'"
The Collector agreed. "That would
be a simple way to do it." but Senator
Sam couldn't keep on pushing the
witness by asking questions like a big
old white rooster who pecks at a piece
of corn Gurney. the Florida Republican who last distinguished himself by
going down fighting for G. Harrold

Lerrers

farewell's nomination to ihe Supreme
Court, said Senator Sam was harassing
the witness
OUTSIDE OF asking Slans about Ihe
weather, there was no way you could
avoid harassing him. but nobody came
to Senator Sam's aid and to SUM look
over and delivered a lecture on the
purity of his and his associates
motives. "The idea is being purveyed
that no one gives a substantial amount
of money to a campaign without buying
something in return, without (he
expectation of a favor tha( is vicious.
(hat is a lie. and it is Deluding (o our
self-respect as a people
Wa»hinjl.n Po.l-King F.olu.». SyndkaU

catholic church sabotaged
"The Plain Truth Magazine (page
81 states "The Catholic Church has
often been compared to a living
organism. She has had periods of
sickness and health. Today, she is not
in good health. What has gone wrong?"
Let's realize that Christ came to
save sinners and the Lord did establish
a Church to do His work of saving
souls. Regardless of what Herbert W
Armstrong and associates say. Christ's
Church, the Roman Catholic Church, is
not sick but only sabotaged from within

with almost 14.000 priests resigning
since 1964.
I hope you listen to the Christophers
or read their newsleKer to better
inform yourself while getting over your
anti-Catholic prejudice OK'' Take
that. Evangelist Armstrong'
From and by a Catholic Evangelist.
Douglas K Keith
4297 Main Street
Perrv. Ohio 44081

issue forum

should nixon be impeached?

IN HA«y-*MA*J?

Without doubt, the Watergate
hearings have brought many
controversial issues to the forefront of
American public opinion.
Television and radio newscasts and
newspaper headlines bombard a
confused, incredulous public.
Last week, the National Observer
asked its readers: "Should President
Nixon resign, or stay on the job?" The
response was overwhelming,
according to the editors, and is
presently under compilation.
I

The News staff is equally curious
about the campus community's opinion
on a similar issue:
"SHOULD
PRESIDENT
NIXON
BE
IMPEACHED?"
So we printed a ballot and we're
asking you to vote.
And we also are encouraging letters
on this issue if you want to do more
than mark an "X" on a ballot.
Just to make certain that we are all
debating the same question, here's a
definition of impeachment: The act of
accusing or calling to account In the

United States, a resolution for
impeachment of the President must
originate in the House of Representatives, and the trial must take place
before the Senate
Ballot boxes will be placed in the
University Union, outside the News
offices (106 University Hall i. in the
Commuter Center i Moseley basement >
and in all occupied dormitories
Thanks in advance for participating
The ballot results and letters wUl be
published in the June 28 issue

ISSUE FORUM BALLOT
[J PRESIDENT NIXON SHOULD BE IMPEACHED

If

O PRESIDENT NIXON SHOULD NOT BE IMPEACHED

I
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/ knew this kid
I knew this skinny little kid
Who never wanted to play tackle football at all
But thought he'd better if he wanted
His daddy to love him and to prove his courage
And things like that.
I remember him holding his breath
And closing his eyes
And throwing a block into a guy twice his siie.
Proving be was brave enough to be loved, and crying softly
Because his tailbone hurt
And his shoes were so big they made him stumble
I knew this skinny little kid
With sky-blue eyes and soft brown hair
Who liked cattails and pussy willows.
Sumac huts and sassafras.
Who liked chestnuts and pine cones and oily walnuts.
Lurking loses and rabbits munching lilies.
Secret caves and moss around the roots of oaks.
Beavers and muskrats and gawking herons
And 1 wonder what be would have been
If someone loved him for
Just following the fawns and building waterfalls
And watching the white rats have babies
I wonder what be would have been
If be hadn't played tackle football at all
—James Kavanaugh

\£1A- Oik
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Olympics: a 'special' combination
Crime report released
Campus Safety released
Ihe following incidents of
reported campus crime
since the start of summer
quarter
Robert Steppke. junior
I B A i.
was arrested
Monday in Parking Lot 13
and charged with peeling
tires
Two bicycles were stolen
Since the Green Sheet
is not published during
summer quarter, the
News will publish a
weekly Campus Calendar listing meetings
and events of interest to
the camplis community
All events must be
submitted to the News
by noon, Wednesday,
for publication in the
weekly Thursday
edition
Send written an
anouncements to the
News editor, 106 University Hall, or call 3722003

from
bike racks at
Founders
A minor hit-skip accident
occured in Parking Lot 17
with minor property
damage and no reported injuries
Campus Safety investigated a complaint about the
discharge of fireworks at the
stadium handball courts, but
upon arrival, officers found
no illegal activity.

Writing help
The English department's
writing lab in 310 Moseley
Hall will be open this
quarter for students needing
help in writing or composition.
David Russell, instructor
in English, will assist
students Monday through
Thursday from 10 am. until
noon and from 1:30-3:30
p.m.
Special appointments may
be arranged by calling 3720126

Story and Photos
By Barb Bracker
aad Kim Schlaefer
Love
dedication...
giving. .
It is a rare combination but one that is all the more
highly-prized because of its
paucity.
It is also a valid interpretation of the atmosphere
which permeated The Northwest Regional Special
Olympics for the Mentally
Retarded held at the University Track on Saturday. June
2
The meet was sponsored
by the Bowling Green
University Student Chapter
of the Council on Exceptional Children. Steve
Holland, senior lEd.). and
Johann Rakevich. junior
(Ed.), co-chairmen: and the
Ohio Athletic Association
for the Mentally Retarded.
Oick Ruff, commissioner
The event was. as the
name implies, a series of
athletic contests for the special child ilu- mentally
retarded,
the physically
disabled.
But it was also a study in
determination. It was seeing

once-outcast children strain
to reach the elusive physical
limits which have lured and
eluded to many of their
"normal" peers
AND IT WAS seeing them
make the attempt to excel in
a manner that would make
Olympic purists weep for
joy.
For a child afflicted with
cerebral palsy, just making
his painfully clumsy way to
the finish line was an
achievement that
far
eclipsed all of Mark Spitz'
highly-acclaimed
gold
medals.
Approximately 800 children took part in the athletic
spectacle which was doggedly patterned after its
rotating.
once-every-fouryears ancestor.
The meet began as
banner-brandishing participants paraded past the reviewing stands to one of
those good
ol stirring
marches.
AND AS THE amplified
music finally waned, a rainbow of balloons bubbled
overhead In glorious imitation of the doves traditionally released at the

Olympic Games
But the Special Olympics
had something that even the
big-time Games doesn't
feature-skydivers
Alternately
floating
and
spiraling. four cloud-borne
members ol the Bowling
Green Skydiving
Club
touched down near the track
to the applause and delight
of their entranced audience.
Also on the track were
Ronald MacOonald and
nine-time All-American Sid
Sink, both ol whom challenged two tiny runners to a
hotly-contested race (Sid
managed to hold his own i
Alter the preliminaries,
the meet powered into lull
swing as special education
students and instructors
manned events including
the 50-yard dash. 300-yard
run, standing long jump and
Softball throw.
At the sollball throw, a
young man assisted by a
roving black dog encouraged
the more hesitant participants with "Wow. what a
throw'"

little hands was irrelevant
Everyone got ribbons-with
as much fanfare as if each
participant
had
just
obliterated a National
Collegiate Athletic Association record
"Just wait
til Mrs
Williams sees that!"
rejoiced one jubilant coach
His shy charge laughed
softly and traced an
invisible line with her toe.
But seconds later, the girl
had cornered a classmate
and pointed with wordless
pride to the ribbon on her
chesl
The situation was much
the same during the track
events.
"Bobby's gonna win-he's
gonna win'" shrieked an
elated sldeliner, moments
before an unconcerned
Hobby stopped ten feet short
of the finish line to chat with
Ronald MacDonald.
One boy. who had opened
up a big lead, suddenly
pulled up short and waited
patiently for a lagging classmate so that they might
cross the finish line together Arms linked, they
were exuberant as the
judges pinned blue ribbons

BUT THE distance
covered by the Softball
released
by
determined

on both boys
IT WAS an incident that
was characteristic ol the
day's events And it was
entirely predicated on love
Prior to the start ol the heat,
a boy on an inside lane had
consistently winced when
Ihe starter's gun was fired
Noticing the problem, the
starter immediately chose
to drop his hat to signal the
start ol the race He was
immediately repaid with a
grateful-if garbled-thanks
The same starter,
explaining race procedure,
was later warned matter-olfactly by an overeager
runner, "you belter move
off the track, or I'll run you
down." The chuckling official complied immediately.
At Ihe other end of the
track, the usually-tacit
timers were anything but
silent as they screamed
encouragement at their
respective charges Again,
no one really noticed who
won-only that they had run
In lact. the athletes who
came in "last" got as much
applause, perhaps more.
ili.ui the actual winner In
many races, at least one

child was unable to keep
pace with the others But
lew ol these gave up They
kept going They won the
battle over themselves
Coaches and parents
swooped (rom the stands to
smother-hug the young
competitors Meet officials
and University students,
caught up in the spirit of the
moment, also got in their
share ol embraces As someone said. "The vibrations
were incredible!"
And perhaps nowhere
were
vibrations
more
incredible than during the
events for the physicallyhandicapped Confined to
wheelchairs or stricken by
some
childhood-sapping
disease, they took part with
no less fervor than other
meet participants
It is impossible to
adequately convey the
caring that was projected in
these, and in all other, meet
events But maybe it Is
enough to say that everybody got a ribbon. Everybody went home a winner.
Besides-it was obviousthere were no losers on the
track

World's Greatest

Holiday Inn

GARAGE SALE

(across from Stadiuml
Fri, Sat., Sun. - 9 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

123 UNIVERSITY LANE

Thurs., Fri. and Sat

(One block south of campus, between
"windmill" & Wooster Street)

— FEATURING—
Apartment & home furnishings of all kinds, glassware
dishes, records, small appliances, sporting goods, much
more! All items in A-1 shape!

Blue Ice
Featuring

LOW, LOW PRICES - BE THERE!

Syd Scott
Summer Special

Happy Hour Mon.-Fri. 4-6 P.M.

Mon.-Wed.
5 P.M.-10 P.M.
Choice of:
Spaghetti
With Meat Sauce

Homemade
OR

$|95

WMfM
$£25

Includes: Salad Bar. Italian Bread
and Beverage
Try our Summer Cold Plates — $1.65

College Luncheon Special
Saturday Only

11-3 P.M.
H
L ~;

Spaghetti
With Meat Sauce

c

OR

95

~Sr

$ 35

1

JEANS & TOPS
YOU CAN AFFORD

OR

Vi Spaghetti • % Lasagna
$|40

... a caramel, coconut, raspberry,
apple, marshmallow, blueberry and/or butterscotch zip'zsundae.
(Not bad for 45C.)
Zip'z is in Bowling Green at the corner of Mercer & Wooster, next to McDonald's.

Downtown
Bowling
Green

Visit Our

ALPINE VILLAGE

Newly

Remodeled
Cocktail
Lounge

WATERBEDS
POSTERS
LEATHER GOODS
COMIX
~._

i«»»iit*Hvw.»y'
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Led Zeppelin reviewed: 1968 to 1973
erfltor'i Nate:
Tkc
taUawu* is la* (Irsl la a le*
part series aa artists ana)
treads la tkc realm af
arafresslve maskNeil
weekiPlakFlayd.
By Davy T. Maacly
Led Zeppelin has risen to

great popularity since its
start in 1968 In 1970. Time
magazine reported that the
group has "dislodged the
Beatles as England's most
popular rock group.''
After the breakup ol the
Yardbirds in 1968, Jimmy
Page carefully began
forming his own group The

Yardbirds' finale, a live
album recorded in New
York City, contained a song
to provide us with a glimpse
of Page's future-entitled
I'm Confused "--a preliminary version of a song to
be on the first Led Zeppelin
album (called "Dazed and
Confused").

USD ZEPPELIN'S first
album was a bag success, la
England and the United
States. England's Melody
Maker magazine said the
album proved "to be
technical, tasteful, turbulent
and torrid." and was
"imaginative and eiciting."
It seemed impossible that

South Side Six

House
or

(Carry-Out)

Fabrics

Cold Beer • Wine • Champagne

STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

Snack Potato Chips, Pork Rines,
Cheese Twist

ONE MY ONLY

Notions

HRS. 9-11 WEEKDAYS
HRS. 9-11 SUNDAY
HRS. 9-12 FRI. A SAT.

737 S. Main
352-8639

Reduced
NOW

20% oft
Choose From Hundreds
of Notions Thru-out
Our Entire Store

Sunday
Only
Bring in this coupon and receive a free goldfish

12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Long's Cleaners are the
PROFESSIONALS in B.G.

Powder Puff

and have been for over 35 years.

Summer Sale

• IK convenient parking spares
• Shins :I5' — boxed or on hangers
• Open >iM a.m.D p.m. Mon. thru PH., 'Ill t p.m.-Sat.

Now in Progress
up to 75% off
All Long Dresses & Pant Suits
NOW

LONG'S CLEANERS ARK PROFESSIONALS
I III K. Napoleon
Ph. 3SJ-W11

40%-50% off!!

Cool it!!

Pants, Jeans, Blouses
25%-50% off

with a

Mini-Refrigerator

Belts and Many Items
Too Numerous To Mention

from

40%-50% o«

Bee Gee Rental
352 4646

125 W. Poa Road

the group had recorded the
album in 15 hours after
being on the road (or one
week in Scandanavia. It
seemed just aa impossible
that this band was billed
second to Iron Butterfly at
the Killmore East in
January, 1969 The album
was released in March while
the band was on tour.
THE GROUP'S first tour
of the United States
bolstered its reputation
immensely (they played io
Cleveland with the James
Gang). In 1969, a heavy tour
year for the group. Led
Zeppelin conducted two
tours of the States as well as
many smaller tours In
Europe.
The second U.S. tour
began right at the end of the
first one with hardly a
break But on Aug 29. 1969.
Zeppelin returned to the
New York Pavilion, and
presented new material
which wasn't yet released on
vinyl. They played a return
performance in Cleveland
Public Hall with Grand
Funk Railroad on Oct. 24.
In 1969 when "Led
Zeppelin II" was released, it
was an immediate success.
On Dec. 6, 1969. Melody
Maker placed the alburn on
the "highly recommended"
list and described it as
"rough, tough, uncompromising contemporary
rock music notable for some
fine musicianship and the
way they build the
excitement. It shows what a
long way rock has come in
the past IS years."
ANOTHER article in
Melody Maker proclaimed
in banner headlines that
Led Zeppelin Won't Go Soil
on the Fans." The group's
lour members include Page
Igultar and bandleader).
Robert Plant (vocals and
harmonica). John Paul
Jones (bass guitar and
organ) and John Bonham
(percussion).
Page promised that the
band wouldn't "lose their
characteristic blues and
rock excitement." but
professed that the new
album already in progress
would be different than the
others.
But when "Led Zeppelin
III" came out in early
October, 1970, the critics
were disappointed. Rolling
Stone magazine's review of
the album said "...their
third album deviates little
from the track laid by the
first two, even though they
go accoustic on several
numbers...'Since I've Been
Loving You' represents the
obligatory slow and lethally
dull seven minute blues
jam."
PAGE WASN'T listening
to the reviews and insisted
during interviews that the
"new style" was where Led
Zeppelin would be heading.
"I like Gallows Pole." he
said. "But there are othersthe point is we had 17 tracks
to choose from to put on the
album. Some show different
stages of development."
After the release of the
third album, Led Zeppelin

dropped out of sight for a
while. During the next year,
they did only a small tour
away from Great Britain
and shortly after the release
of their fourth album.
"Zoso", they made a tour in
Great Britain. That was in
November, 1971
Drummer
Bonhan
explained the reason for loss
of contact in the public
world.
"WE'D JUST about had
enough We had done so
much in a short space of
time, we were drained. We
had offers to go everywhereFrance. America-and we
could have done them. But
what would be the point? We
were tired...During the
break, we did a lot of
recording and wrote a lot
and improved, " he said.
The symbols on the inner
sleeve of the "Zoso" album
supposedly represent each
of the members of the band.
Bonham was represented
with three strong circles
Plant had a circle with a
feather inside, while a
linked set of three ovals
symbolized Jones Page was
represented by artistic
lettering ("ZoSo"). Guest
artist Sandy Denny was
symbolized by three
inverted pyramids.
Melody Maker said the
"Zoso" album was "not a
denial of the past but a
springboard to better
things.not a perfect album,
but there is a thread of
consistency that winds
through all the music and
there is a bond between the
players that reveals
strength and a sense of
direction not so apparent on
their last album."
"Zoso" was what the
masses were after-a few
accoustic songs, but mostly
loud rock songs. And it was
produced well. It was
apparent that Zeppelin was

taking more time to do a
good job. The album was a
nice package and good
music.
DOWN BEAT magazine
said, "To hear a retrospective of Zeppelin's music
is to recognize a variety, or
simply a musicality. that
never before seemed
evident."
So again Led Zeppelin
dropped from sight, and
during 1972 they were
publically non-existent. The
band had produced one
album per year during
December. 1969. November.
1970. and October. 1971
In November. 1972,
rumors began about a
prospective new album. The
fans were anxiously
awaiting "Led Zeppelin V"
and the rumor had it that the
new album would be a tworecord set that was half live.
Some rumors beheld a
greatest hits album. But the
waiting was just beginning.
The new album was not
released until late April.
1973.
Again the package was extraordinary-the jacket was
pleasing to the eye.
surrounded by a white strip
of paper that proclaimed the
title- ' Houses of the Holy."
And for the first time. Led
Zeppelin included the words
to (heir songs
So far. "Houses of the
Holy'' has been Led
Zeppelin's largest disaster
in the eye of the public
though it has only been out
about two months
IT SHOWS distinctly that
Led Zeppelin as a group is
tighter than ever and it also
shows that the group
apparently cares no longer
about public opinion (if they
ever have).
Rolling Stone magazine
said that the album is "safe
Led Zeppelin, sans blues"

which is only half true since
the release of such a controversial album was
anything but safe. The
public is still after hard,
driving rock music from the
group. This album is an
announcement that Led
Zeppelin is moving on to
different styles and new
goals.
I personally prefer the
more subdued side of Led
Zeppelin I enjoy listening to
the rockers on the album
such as "Dancing Days" and
"The Ocean." but cuts such
as "The Rain Song and
"No Quarter" lead me to
believe that Page and his
cohorts are finally doing
something that they want to
do. I welcome the change.
Led Zeppelin is presently
touring the United States
again and the crowds are
bigger than ever But are
the masses going to see the
new Zeppelin or the old.
louder stuff that is representative of "Led Zeppelin
II?"
At any rate the Zep broke
an eight-year-old record for
single U.S. concert
attendance in Tampa. Fla..
on May 5 Fifty-six thousand
people attended the concert
The former record holders
were the Beatles who drew a
crowd of 55.000 to Shea
Stadium in 1965
Page is passive once again
about the reviews of
"Houses of the Holy." as he
was after the release of
Led Zeppelin III When he
was asked once about the
popularity of ' ill'
he
replied. "There's a lot more
to see on the wheel ia
revolving disc on the front
cover I
"When you get fed up with
the LP there is the added
pleasure of ripping the cover
apart to find out what's on
the rest of the wheel "

Magic college potion?
If there was a potion
incoming freshmen could
drink that would instantly
make them knowledgeable
on college life, it should be
bottled and turned into a
business.
It would be the hottest
product on any college
1.1111, us
For instance, freshmen
would then already know
how to avoid the trap many
unsuspecting
students
encounter-the process
termed "drop:add."
Freshmen would already
know on what days it would
be wisest to sell their meal
coupons.
THE COMMUTER students would know where to
park his car without purchasing a parking sticker
and every freshman would
know exactly which candy
machines give the correct
change.
Some incoming freshmen
find the change to college
life challenging and others
feel a bit lost.
Regina Goralski (Ed.)

said she likes the campus.
She hasn't gotten lost yet
and says the map of the
University has helped.
Chris Gruttadauria (Ed.)
said she "feels like I'm
playing house." She said the
change is somewhat a
cultural shock but she has a
good resident advisor and
the people are friendly.
DOUG
BARCROFT
(AltS) said it "took awhile
to put on feet on the gound."

and Scott Box (B.A.) said he
loves parties
Box also said "the only
safe place for a bike is in
your room." With this bit of
extra knowledge maybe he
has already discovered a
magic ofrmula.
But then, if a magical
portion were invented, it
might lake away the fun that
some persons feel is a part
of being an incoming
freshman.

Co-op schedules hours
The BG Student Co-op will be open from noon until 4 pin
Monday through Thursday. Ron Kuhlman. co-op chairman
said Monday.
Located in the Centrex Bldg. behind University Hall, the
co-op is a student-operated bookstore that handles
textbooks, records, leather goods, art works and other
crafts on a consignment basis.
Persons wishing to sell items are required to fill out a
card which is placed on file. If the item is sold, a ten-cent
service charge is placed on items from one to five dollars
and a quarter for items more than $5
Although anyone may sell goods al the co-op, only
members can make purchases. A membership costs one
dollar and is good as long as the holder is affiliated with the
University. Kuhlman said.
TEU, VOU WHAT— UrTT'S1!
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CLaSSIFIED ~*e»c~
cook 352*332

HELP WANTED
PERSONALS

BT PISANELLOS
>

Freshmen it Sophomores
majoring In Bus Ad. Gain
valuable practical experience by workJaw. with
the B.G. News. Good pay
also. Apply In person US
Univ. Hall
HELP

WANTED:

Grill

For emotional and material
pregnancy aid. call 352-623*
FOR SALE
1WVW Baa. rebuilt engine,
converted to camper. 352* 10* after*

FOR SALE: One sofa
$15 Call after % p.m.
7M6.
FOR SALE: ISM VW Not
pretty, bat rwaa fast
552-7B3
FOR RENT

Nice 2 barm M X M fan.
mobile home with A/C.
Summer qtr. only Across
from Towers Low sum
rate 352-74*4.
3-person furnished apt. for
rent. MS/month/peraoB. 221
S. College. «25-5592
Sandusky, Ohio
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Fact Line-over 100,000 calls

APE LYMPHATIC
CAPILLARIES ftvtii.
iNTME LAMINA
'Pf^PiaA
OR NOF D

Fact Lin*, the University's
telephone
information service, is over
the 100.000 call mark for
1972-73 In its two-year
existence. Fact Line has
answered nearly 142.000
questions Irom students,
(acuity and townspeople

Theater season planned
The Huron Playhouse, an
educational summer theater
sponsored by the University's Department of
Speech, will begin its 25th
anniversary season on Julv
10

Norman J Myers, assistant professor of speech.
is the managing director of
the Playhouse, the oldest
summer theater in Ohio
Opening the season and
running through July 14 will

Summer plays slated
The University Summer Theater will stage two productions this quarter. l)r Harold Obee. professor of speech,
said this week
Jacques Brel' . under the direction of l)r Koger Gross,
associate professor of speech, will be staged July 12-14
Little Hut . under the direction of Or t'harles Boughton.
associate professor of speech, will be performed Aug 16-18
Both productions will be staged in the Carnation Hoom.
Union The News will publish information on ticket prices in
future issues

be Neil Simon s "Last of the
Red Hot Lovers." "Look
Homeward. Angel.''
adapted by Ketti Knngs
from Thomas Wolfe's novel,
will be the second
production followed by
Irving Berlin's "Annie (jet
YourUun." July 24-28
Leonard
Uershe's
"Butterflies Are Free" will
be performed from July 31
to August 4
"Present
Laughter," a satire by Noel
Coward, will play August 711 The season will close

T.O.'s Campus Corner
For Your Every Day Needs
Groceries, School Supplies,
T-Shirts, Jerseys,
Imprinted Sport Wear

with
"Forty Carats.''
August 14-18
The theater's annual play
for children will be "Little
Red Riding Hood which
will play afternoon matinees
August 16-17
Curtain time at the Playhouse is 8 p m. with shows
playing Tuesday through
Saturday Reserved seats
may be obtained at the
regular admission price of
*2 00 tor adults and 75 cents
for children under twelve.

Bowling Green

- FEATURING -

R

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED

CALL

352-7444

w

An exhibition entitled Form and Motion is being held at
the United Christian Fellowship tenter. HI3 Thurstin St .
Howling Green, through July 2
Works by photographer William W 1 Hi Hois and artist Hob
Manton, both of Howling Green, will be featured at the
exhibit open Irom 9 a mil p in daily

Guitar (group and
private!, ages 7 to 17. and
harp classes and private
lessons, ages 6 to 17. will be
offered second session only.
The first session began
Monday and will run until
July 21 The second session
is from July 23 to August 25
Registration is still open
for the first session
For enrollment and more
course information, contact
Virginia Marks, program
director, at 372-2181

Friday and Saturday

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Taes. thru Sat.
7:30 - 1
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00
ii:i:\srv\iKisii R
It WIJI KTROOM

AT

THE NORTHWIND
Music. Comedy & Absurdity

A Club I >atu ring... Good Food, Beer,
Drinks and Live Entertainment
Take Fostoria McComb ■ Exit 613
Off 1-75 to Van Buren
Turn Right in Van Buren, and then
Straight Ahead For A Mile To

kTk^B

K||f

NOW
LEASING

Courses being offered both
sessions include piano
1 group and private', ages 6
to 17, violin and cello, ages 9
to 17. and discovering the
arts, ages3 to6.
Courses offered the first
session only include general
art. age 9 and older. clarinet
1 private 1. and music theory
class

Local works displayed

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

HOURS:
12-5

The summer session oi the
University's creative Arts
Program is in full swing

"A Staged Cyclone"

J*

MODEL SUITE

Creative arts
classes begin

FIELY, KRESAK AND SUNNY

115 E. Court

1515 E. WOOSTER

IN ITS first full year of
operation during the 1971-72
school year. Kaet Line
answered some 40.000 calls,
averaging about 13.000 calls
per quarter
During the summer
quarter, students can call
Fact Line at 2-2445 between
8 a 111 and midnight Monday
through Friday (or answers
to just about any question
The service, operated by

take the caller's number and
return the call when the
information has been
obtained

"HAPPY HOURS"
Friday 4-6
2 For 1
NO COVER

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

the I'niversity's News
Service, is a research
center If the information a
caller needs is not readily
available. F'act Line will

and the Fact Line stall got
to work dispensing campus
information

BRATHAUS

902 East Wooster

352 3365

The service was initiated
April 28. 1971.to promote
internal communication
within the University
Students saw a lack of
effective communication
within the college com
m u n 11 y and wanted
something done
Since Fact Line began
operating less than one year
alter the Kent State killings
and 111 the midst of snulcnl
unrest, its early function
dealt with rumored student
disturbances
The rumor period ended

THE NORTHWIND

^.1'l.aftllll

ANOTHER DOMINO'S
FIRST!

"THE SOUND SPECIALISTS"

We confine our policy of
Being 1st in Pizza Delivery Service

M PIONEER

Delivery

SE-50 STEREOPHONES

ISSSI

ODZ'DZZI

NOW $2888

BSR 310X
List 80.00 V V, 45.00

Domino's, the Pizza People Period.

• 4-pole motor
• Jam-proof tone arm
• Shur M-75 Magnetic
Cartridge

Superex

RETURNING BY POPULAR DEMAND

BIGGER AND BETTER BANDS
AT THE
NEWLY ENLARGED

PRO-B-V
HEADPHONES
REG. '60
NOW

Panasonic

$3250

You never hear it to good

EAST RIVER DRIVE

We have component systems to fit anyone's needs.
Stop by, we'll make it worth your while.
Panasonic

SOUND ASSOCIATES
"The Sound Specialists"
248 South Main
Phone 354-4322

SA-5800

WAS '280.
$171;
AKW'175.

100-watt FM/AM stereo receiver. Direct coupling circuit. Two 4-pole MOS FET's in the front
end. Lighted dial pointer. Two tape monitors.
2 FM RF amp and 7 FM IF amp stages. 6 ceramic FM IF filters. FM muting. High filter.
Dual bass and treble controls. Stereo indicator. Walnut wood cabinet.

EVERY WID„ THUIIS.,
mi * SAT.

80JA

NITE CLUB
893 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

rs£SSt

L

wit**

Wednesday
50 50 NITE
Thursday
2 I NITF

ENTERTAINMENT
DANCING
COCKTAILS
I p.m. till 2:30 a.m.
Mon. thru Sat

6/TK. BG N.W., ThwrMloy. Jvne 31, 1973

Wottle: the last 170 yards
ByGaryH. Wtslnki
Sporti Editor
It was billed as
The
Battle of the Champions "
Bowling Green's Dave
Wottle. the 800-meter world
record holder vs
Kick
Wohluter. the 8 80 world
record holder
Both
distances equal approximately one-hall mile
The scene: Bakersfield.
California -the 85th National
Amateur Union 8-80 Track
Championship
The goal A place on the
U.S team that will compete
in a series of dual meets
overseas, including the lung
awaited meet against the
Soviet Union
The emotion This was
Wottle s last race as a BG
runner
Recently com
missioned
a
second
lieutenant in the United
Slates Air Korce. Wottle has
already
reported to
Lockbourne Air Force Base
in Columbus. Ohio, to
receive temporary duly
orders that placed him in
Bakersfield
A FEW DAYS earlier he
had competed for the last
time with his teammates.
Craig MacDonald and Bruce
Vermilyea. in the National
Collegiate Athletic Associ
ation
(NCAA)
Outdoor
Track and Field Champion
ships al Louisiana Slate
University in Baton Kouge
Wottle had won the race
easily, which gave him his

fourth
individual
NCAA
Track Championship in the
last two years.
The lime had come The
race started and the first lap
developed into what was
expected Wottle running
with the pack and Wohluter
easily moving ahead of the

other runners.
In the last 170 yeards.
everyone
waited
for
Wottle's final sprint to
glory
But it was not enough. He
had trailed Wohluter by too
much and finished six-tenths
of a second behind him

Bowling Green's Golf
Team entered competition
yesterday in the 7tilh annual
National Collegiate Athletic
Association i NCAA l Golf
Tournament at Slillwater.
Okla
Coach John Piper's learn
of freshmen Kon llartoin
and Mike Mossing, lophomores Ken Wallers and
Mark McConnell and junior
Jim Smith is one of the
youngesl Iranis ever to
compete in the NCAA
championships, fielding 36
teams this year
aI
Oklahoma State I 'niversity
The team arrived Monday
al Slillwater after leaving
BG Saturday by car.
Practice
rounds
were
scheduled for Monday and
Tuesday, with Wednesday as
the first day ol competition
on the 72-hole. par 70.
Slillwater Golf and Country
Club

Sink's time, far off the
record of 2 27 06 set last
year by Walt Kodrequez.
was attributed to the lack of
competition this year.
Sink, working on his
master's degree in health
and physical education at
BG this year, was recently
recognized by the National
Collegiate Athletic Associ
ation I NCAA > as one of the
"Top
Five Student
Athletes" in the nation for
1972
He also is the
American recordholder in
the steeplechase with three
NCAA individual titles to his
credit
Of the 300 entries, 250
runners started and 186

consolation

BG. ENTERING the
tournament with two Midwest invitational tourna-

finished the race in the
allotted five hours The
entries' ages ranged from
two 14-year-olds to one 59year-old from Toledo Only
two of the numerous women
entries finished the race
with a respectable showing
of 76th and 144th place

two MAC championships, is
BG's top hope for individual
honors with a 76-stroke
average He recently was
named Bowling Green's
most valuable golfer for the
second straight year.

ment wins and the MidAmerican
Conference
championship under their
belt, will be battling 36 of
the nation's finest collegiate
teams, including defending
champion Texas and runnerup Houston, both rated as
tup contenders this year
Our goal this year is to
be one of the 15 teams that
survives the cut.'' noted
Coach Piper. "We want to
play four days instead of
two It will be a challenge,
but our top five men are
averaging just a bit better
than our lop five last year "
In last year's tournament
at Miami. Kla.. BG finished
27th in the field of 35 teams
which is the best in BG
history
Walters, who has placed
second and third in the last

372-BGSU

Intramural entries due
First-term
intramural
entries for coed and men's
slow pitch Softball are due
today at 5 p.m. at the intramural
office.
201
Memorial Hall.
All summer intramurals
are scheduled between 6-

Glass City Marathon

Sink finished the 26 miles.
385 yards course in 2.32 15.
four minutes and 22 seconds
ahead of second-place
winner Peter Hallop of
Warren. Ohio

WOTTLE'S

Golf tournament begins

BG's Sid Sink wins
Nine-time All-American
track and cross country
runner Sid Sink. Bowling
Green graduate student,
won the city of Toledo's
third annual Glass City
Marathon last Sunday

Wohluter, who finished
with a 1:45 6. said. "I didn't
want to wait around for
Dave Wottle, and then have
to kick with him I moved
ahead earlier, and I was
surprised he wasn't closer
UD "

8:30 p.m and are open to all
enrolled students, faculty
and staff
Registration forms can be
obtained at the intramural
office or from resident hall
directors

1973 First Term
Intramural Calendar
men and women
1 tentative)
Entries Due
Slow-pitch Softball*
Coed Softball
Tennis (singles)
Golf undvl. I
Coed Bowling

Tom Lightvoet. BG s Mid-American Conference (MAC)
tennis singles champion, advanced in the first round of play
in the 89th National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
tennis championships.
The tournament, that began Monday at Princeton
University, saw one half of the 218 players eliminated
after the first round.
Lightvoet advanced into the second round, that started
Wednesday afternoon, by defeating Jeff Kafollof of South
Carolina University by a 6-3, 7-6 score.
Lightvoet. BG's first netter to win the coveted MAC first
singles title, is also a four-year letterman and a three-year
performer for BG. During his career, he has compiled a 4120 record in singles and a 36-19 mark in doubles. Lightvoet.
who won the MAC first doubles title as a freshman, was
recently named BG's outstanding senior athlete in tennis.

June

Track: BG's track and cross
country coach Mel Brodt has been
elected president of the United States
Track Coaches Association lor 1WJ-74
Swimming:
Tom Stubbs, BG's
swimming coach, has been reappointed
for a second term on the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Swimming Rules Committee
Staff: Gary Hose, a member of
BG's athletic training staff for the last
two years, has been elevated to the
position of head athletic trainer for
1973-74.
Hockey: Jim Ruehl, director of BG's
Ice Arena, has been named to the

national board of control of the Ice
Skating Institute of America. Al
Sarachman. a goalie from Sarnia. Ont..
has signed a national letter of intent to
attend BG next year.
Lacrosse: Mike Wilcox. from Utica.
NY., and Paul Wayne, from Flint.
Mich., have been named co-caplains of
the 1974 lacrosse team
Senior Bob Decker and sophomore
Mike Wilcox have been named to the
1973 Little All-American Lacrosse
Team
Tennis:
Kichie Herbst. Massachusetts high school tennis champion,
has signed a national letter of intent to

II,

.

BGSU GOLF COURSE
GREENS FEES
9 Holes% 18 Holes

• BGSU Students
All Others

$1.50
3.00

$2.00
4.00

Weekends
* BGSU Students
All Others

2.00
3.50

3.00
5.00

" Students must show 13 and validation

BASS
Connies - Dunham

BASS
Dexter - Nunn Bush

FOR
WOMEN

FOR
MEN
Now Featuring

Sandals For The Summer
$4 87
Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

Stadium Plaza
Center

niki's booteru
11 ipMiit. ftwam 1,4

NHM

MdwaMn Bear

'HOT 'HOT' "HOT"
SALE!!
Now $288

Ties Regular $4 to $650

Now$3wiuP
Now$4".«p

Now$2"

AND

Belts Regular $4 to $8

Now $3M

'or special rates

Sf^JBaflt** i*

Mori. 11 a.m.-l p.m.
T-R. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.-6 p.m.

Plus

Visit Our Pro Shop For The Finest In
Double Knit Slacks, Shoes, Golfing Supplies.

DRESS SLACKS
Reg.$10to$16

Welcome Summer Students
Car Wash

We Clean White Walls

Gulf

Mon. - Tues.
Frl. - Sat.
Sunday

Now

*l88&Up!!
(Plus Other Great Hot Buys)

gas

1000 S. MAIN

ajt

attend BG next year.
Golf: Ken Walters has been named
the most valuable player for BG's golf
team for the second straight year.
Fritz Reifert. sophomore, recently
won the junior championship of the
Toledo District Golf Association.
Baseball: Senior Mark Ammons has
signed a professional baseball contract
with the Philadelphia Phillies Fouryear centerfielder Tim Pettorini has
been named BG's most valuable
baseball player for the 1973 year. Jim
Joyce, of Toledo Central Catholic High
School, has signed a national letter of
intent to play ball at BG next year.

Short Sleeve Knit Tops Reg. $6
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts Reg. $6-$14
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts Reg. $9-$15

Student Play Welcome!

Weekdays

Black, Royal Blue
Sues fehtc. Irai|« t Tall

•Ttjffl LI. Cafjaf#f)»a] WWMfn

' men onlv

"\^^^T^ V

Leotards & fights

wings

hem U. Cslsml ■abort

BG sports happenings

June 27
June 27
July 2
Julv2
July 2

East Poe Road at 1-75
Phone 372-2674 For Tee Times

EMOTIONAL
AND MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

U. Dove Watlte ™™ Ms
Mognusson, right, and a Hftte
Gibton during ceremonies
Memorial Hall.

Receives

Play Begins

June 21
June 21
June 27
June 27
June 27

NCAA netter advances

Sid Sink

for a fine effort and his best
time ever in the 8-80. a BG
school record, was a
position on the U.S. team
despite finishing second
With his BG career ended.
Wottle will now run wearing
an Air Force jersey.
His three-month tour of
duty this summer includes
running with the U.S. team
overseas in several
scheduled meets
Wottle plans to return to
BG in September as a
graduate student and
graduate assistant to track
coach Mel Brodt.

15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50c
5 gal. 75e
8:00- 6:00
8:00 - 9:00
8:00 - 6:O0

OPEN MON. thru SAT. 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
kit*

Oxford House
434 E. WOOSTER

Use Our Own 30 Day Charge

n

rasler charge

